The BaitPlate Station can be used for liquid, gel or granular baits for all crawling insects.

The halves of the station will need to be snapped together. Snap each of the 4 corners securely. If using liquid bait, be sure that the male channel on the top and female channel on the bottom are completely mated together with no air gaps, paying particular attention to the corners, otherwise it may leak.

For baiting ants and German roaches, the little tab on the top should be snapped down into the hole.

For baiting American roaches or other larger insects, open the tab or remove it altogether by tearing it off at the perforation.

To secure the station, use the hole provided or use the sticky dot. Press the dot (with the release paper still on) onto the bottom of the station on the flat part where the hole is and then peel off the release paper and stick down the station.

The BaitPlate can be placed flat or vertically on a wall. If using liquid bait on a wall, a tack may provide more security than just the sticky dot.